


Just "Fixed" or 
Truly Repaired? 

One of the most common 
reasons that owners give us for 
not repairing their floors is that 
their previous rep_air efforts have 
been unsuccessful, resulting in 
money spent with little to no 
return. What is needed is an 
expert that can guide you 
through the repair process. 

For more than 40 years we have 
worked with America's largest 
corporations; firms wnich 
recognize the direct relationship 
between the condition of their 
floors and their profits. We offer 
not only oustanding repair 
products but also the expertise 
to guide you in making your 
repairs successful and durable. 

REDUCE MAl'ERIAL HANDLING VEHICLE COSl'S 

BY INVESl'ING IN FLOOR REPAIRS ... 

Severe floor deterioration causes severe vehicle damage - Wheel and tire 
replacement is surely costly, but nowhere near as exf)ensive as damage to the 
major components of your vehicles. Floor defects like those to the left will 
damage bearings, transmissions, axles and other mechanical vehicle parts. 

"Because of its greater mass a forklift hitting an ob;ect while 
traveling at 5 mph can cause similar damage to a car hitting 
the same ob;ect while traveling at 30 mph" 

- Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act Services

Correcting major vehicle damage is usually an out-sourced function, and 
hourly rates of $100 to $125 per hour are common, not to mention the cost 
of the parts and the downtime. You can't afford to let deteriorated floors 
damage your vehicles, because every dollar spent on repairs is a dollar 
deducted from your profits. 

And let's not forget vehicle life expectancy. Every time your vehicle is 
damaged by deteriorated floors it reduces the effective life of the vehicle. 

Repairing your floors is common sense ... and it's basically free! - As soon as 
you repair your damaged floors you will begin to see immediate results. Vehicle 
downtime and service calls will drop. Wheels/tires will last longer. Almost 
every owner we have worked with over the past 40+ years has said they have 
recouped their floor repair costs within a year, two at the most. That means 
floor repairs are basically free! Repairs should be viewed not as an expense 
but rather as an investment, since they pay dividends year after year. 

11/t was costing me $850 per service call to repair my turret 
truck, and we averaged six calls a year. Since I repaired the 
deteriorated ioints in my aisle I've had zero service calls. My 
floor repairs have paid for themselves and then some" 

- An Oregon DC Manager

Additional benefits from floor repairs - When you repair defects in your floor 
the benefits don't stop with vehicles. Whole-Body Vibration (WBV) is a leading 
contributor to musculo-skeletal inju� (lower back ailments, neck pain, etc.). When 
you repair your floors, especially severely damaged joints and cracks, you 
promptly recluce wheel-to-defect impact. That results in a significant reduction 
in worker's comp claims. And because you have reduced impact your drivers 
need no longer slow down as they approach damaged joints, or even take long 
detours. Therefore you will see an increase in driver productivity. In fact, many 
owners tell us that t�eir driver retention increased after they repaired their Acors. 

Conclusion - In this age of amazing technology it is sometimes easy to overlook 
the fundamentals in a warehousing/distribution operation. Nothing is more 
fundamental to a material handling operation than a quality concrete floor. 
When you repair your floor, and return it to an uninterrupted work surface, you 
optimize your opportunities for profit. 
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